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1. Rearrange the following six sentences (A), (B), (C), (D), (E) and (F) in
a proper sequence to form a meaningful paragraph, then answer the
questions that follow.

A) A conscious effort by the Delhi government to involve SMCs in all education
reforms has gone a long way in creating a sense of ownership among parents.

B) An instance was when the government was inviting schools to organise summer
camps for students of class VI. SMCs played a pivotal role in convincing the schools,
teachers and even the students to participate in the summer camps.

C) Clearly, SMCs in Delhi have come a long way from being one of the countless
bodies that exist on paper, but never succeed in realising their purpose.

D) Ultimately, 45,000 students across 500 schools made attested to the success of this
initiative, the credit of which should rightly go to the SMCs.

E) The fundamental shift in transforming SMCs in Delhi government schools started
right from its organisation, with active campaigns held for parents' elections to the
committees.

F) Last year's success has prompted the government to scale the summer camps
which are currently underway in all its 1024 schools purpose.

A. Which of the following will be the Second sentence?

A B

B E

C C



D D

E A

Solution

The correct answer is option E i.e. A

While arranging sentences in a paragraph, it is important to understand the

central theme of the paragraph so that the series of events can be well

adjusted.

Here, first sentence is sentence E as it introduce the title of the paragraph

i.e. SMCs of Delhi, which is the main topic of the passage. And it talks

about the initiatives taken by the SMCs.

Second sentence is sentence A as it further explains about the role played

and progress of the SMCs and Delhi government.

Third sentence is sentence B as it further explains how everything came

about with the help of a past instance.

Fourth sentence is sentence D, as it further explains about the statistical

results.

Fifth sentence is sentence F as it further explain how last year's success

prompted the government to organise summer camps this year which are

currently underway.

Sixth and last sentence is sentence C as it starts with the word “Cleraly”

and it concludes the passage by validating the change in the working and

function of SMCs.

Therefore, the correct sequence will be EABDFC.



B. Which of the following will be the Third sentence?

The paragraph formed after rearrangement is:

The fundamental shift in transforming SMCs in Delhi government schools

started right from its organisation, with active campaigns held for parents'

elections to the committees. A conscious effort by the Delhi government to

involve SMCs in all education reforms has gone a long way in creating a

sense of ownership among parents. An instance was when the government

was inviting schools to organise summer camps for students of class VI.

SMCs played a pivotal role in convincing the schools, teachers and even

the students to participate in the summer camps. Ultimately, 45,000

students across 500 schools made attested to the success of this initiative,

the credit of which should rightly go to the SMCs. Last year's success has

prompted the government to scale the summer camps which are currently

underway in all its 1024 schools purpose. Clearly, SMCs in Delhi have

come a long way from being one of the countless bodies that exist on

paper, but never succeed in realising their purpose.

A C

B E

C D

D B



E A

Solution

The correct answer is option D i.e. B

While arranging sentences in a paragraph, it is important to understand the

central theme of the paragraph so that the series of events can be well

adjusted.

Here, first sentence is sentence E as it introduce the title of the paragraph

i.e. SMCs of Delhi, which is the main topic of the passage. And it talks

about the initiatives taken by the SMCs.

Second sentence is sentence A as it further explains about the role played

and progress of the SMCs and Delhi government.

Third sentence is sentence B as it further explains how everything came

about with the help of a past instance.

Fourth sentence is sentence D, as it further explains about the statistical

results.

Fifth sentence is sentence F as it further explain how last year's success

prompted the government to organise summer camps this year which are

currently underway.

Sixth and last sentence is sentence C as it starts with the word “Cleraly”

and it concludes the passage by validating the change in the working and

function of SMCs.

Therefore, the correct sequence will be EABDFC.

The paragraph formed after rearrangement is:



C. Which of the following will be the Last sentence?

The fundamental shift in transforming SMCs in Delhi government schools

started right from its organisation, with active campaigns held for parents'

elections to the committees. A conscious effort by the Delhi government to

involve SMCs in all education reforms has gone a long way in creating a

sense of ownership among parents. An instance was when the government

was inviting schools to organise summer camps for students of class VI.

SMCs played a pivotal role in convincing the schools, teachers and even

the students to participate in the summer camps. Ultimately, 45,000

students across 500 schools made attested to the success of this initiative,

the credit of which should rightly go to the SMCs. Last year's success has

prompted the government to scale the summer camps which are currently

underway in all its 1024 schools purpose. Clearly, SMCs in Delhi have

come a long way from being one of the countless bodies that exist on

paper, but never succeed in realising their purpose.

A C

B B

C D

D E



E F

Solution

The correct answer is option A i.e. C

While arranging sentences in a paragraph, it is important to understand the

central theme of the paragraph so that the series of events can be well

adjusted.

Here, first sentence is sentence E as it introduce the title of the paragraph

i.e. SMCs of Delhi, which is the main topic of the passage. And it talks

about the initiatives taken by the SMCs.

Second sentence is sentence A as it further explains about the role played

and progress of the SMCs and Delhi government.

Third sentence is sentence B as it further explains how everything came

about with the help of a past instance.

Fourth sentence is sentence D, as it further explains about the statistical

results.

Fifth sentence is sentence F as it further explain how last year's success

prompted the government to organise summer camps this year which are

currently underway.

Sixth and last sentence is sentence C as it starts with the word “Cleraly”

and it concludes the passage by validating the change in the working and

function of SMCs.

Therefore, the correct sequence will be EABDFC.

The paragraph formed after rearrangement is:



D. Which of the following will be the First sentence?

The fundamental shift in transforming SMCs in Delhi government schools

started right from its organisation, with active campaigns held for parents'

elections to the committees. A conscious effort by the Delhi government to

involve SMCs in all education reforms has gone a long way in creating a

sense of ownership among parents. An instance was when the government

was inviting schools to organise summer camps for students of class VI.

SMCs played a pivotal role in convincing the schools, teachers and even

the students to participate in the summer camps. Ultimately, 45,000

students across 500 schools made attested to the success of this initiative,

the credit of which should rightly go to the SMCs. Last year's success has

prompted the government to scale the summer camps which are currently

underway in all its 1024 schools purpose. Clearly, SMCs in Delhi have

come a long way from being one of the countless bodies that exist on

paper, but never succeed in realising their purpose.

A C

B D

C A

D E



E
F

Solution

The correct answer is option D i.e. E

While arranging sentences in a paragraph, it is important to understand the

central theme of the paragraph so that the series of events can be well

adjusted.

Here, first sentence is sentence E as it introduce the title of the paragraph

i.e. SMCs of Delhi, which is the main topic of the passage. And it talks

about the initiatives taken by the SMCs.

Second sentence is sentence A as it further explains about the role played

and progress of the SMCs and Delhi government.

Third sentence is sentence B as it further explains how everything came

about with the help of a past instance.

Fourth sentence is sentence D, as it further explains about the statistical

results.

Fifth sentence is sentence F as it further explain how last year's success

prompted the government to organise summer camps this year which are

currently underway.

Sixth and last sentence is sentence C as it starts with the word “Cleraly”

and it concludes the passage by validating the change in the working and

function of SMCs.

Therefore, the correct sequence will be EABDFC.

The paragraph formed after rearrangement is:



E. Which of the following will be the Second Last sentence?

The fundamental shift in transforming SMCs in Delhi government schools

started right from its organisation, with active campaigns held for parents'

elections to the committees. A conscious effort by the Delhi government to

involve SMCs in all education reforms has gone a long way in creating a

sense of ownership among parents. An instance was when the government

was inviting schools to organise summer camps for students of class VI.

SMCs played a pivotal role in convincing the schools, teachers and even

the students to participate in the summer camps. Ultimately, 45,000

students across 500 schools made attested to the success of this initiative,

the credit of which should rightly go to the SMCs. Last year's success has

prompted the government to scale the summer camps which are currently

underway in all its 1024 schools purpose. Clearly, SMCs in Delhi have

come a long way from being one of the countless bodies that exist on

paper, but never succeed in realising their purpose.

A B

B F

C E

D D



E C

Solution

The correct answer is option B i.e. F

While arranging sentences in a paragraph, it is important to understand the

central theme of the paragraph so that the series of events can be well

adjusted.

Here, first sentence is sentence E as it introduce the title of the paragraph

i.e. SMCs of Delhi, which is the main topic of the passage. And it talks

about the initiatives taken by the SMCs.

Second sentence is sentence A as it further explains about the role played

and progress of the SMCs and Delhi government.

Third sentence is sentence B as it further explains how everything came

about with the help of a past instance.

Fourth sentence is sentence D, as it further explains about the statistical

results.

Fifth sentence is sentence F as it further explain how last year's success

prompted the government to organise summer camps this year which are

currently underway.

Sixth and last sentence is sentence C as it starts with the word “Cleraly”

and it concludes the passage by validating the change in the working and

function of SMCs.

Therefore, the correct sequence will be EABDFC.

The paragraph formed after rearrangement is:

The fundamental shift in transforming SMCs in Delhi government schools



The fundamental shift in transforming SMCs in Delhi government schools

started right from its organisation, with active campaigns held for parents'

elections to the committees. A conscious effort by the Delhi government to

involve SMCs in all education reforms has gone a long way in creating a

sense of ownership among parents. An instance was when the government

was inviting schools to organise summer camps for students of class VI.

SMCs played a pivotal role in convincing the schools, teachers and even

the students to participate in the summer camps. Ultimately, 45,000

students across 500 schools made attested to the success of this initiative,

the credit of which should rightly go to the SMCs. Last year's success has

prompted the government to scale the summer camps which are currently

underway in all its 1024 schools purpose. Clearly, SMCs in Delhi have

come a long way from being one of the countless bodies that exist on

paper, but never succeed in realising their purpose.



Read the sentence to find out whether there is any error in it. The
error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. The number
corresponding to that part will be your answer. If the given sentence is
correct as it is, mark the answer as "No error". Ignore the errors of
punctuation if any.

2. Apotheosis can mean nothing to them who hold (1)/ that a man may
be reborn as a god, but (2)/ still needs redemption, and that men on
earth may (3)/ win redemption, if they are brave enough. (4)/ No error
(5)

A 1

B 2

C 3

D 4

E No Error

Solution

The correct answer is option A i.e. 1



Here the subject of the sentence is ‘Apotheosis’ for 1st part and ‘them’ is

the object of the subject/clause i.e. due to the presence of the relative

pronoun 'who'.

Therefore, them is incorrect to use here, we should use ‘Those’ in place of

‘them’.

'Those' is a pronoun for subjects.

Hence, the chosen option is correct.



Read the sentence to find out whether there is any error in it. The
error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. The number
corresponding to that part will be your answer. If the given sentence is
correct as it is, mark the answer as "No error". Ignore the errors of
punctuation if any.

3. The January sun continued in its brilliance and (1)/ the rhythmic
gliding across the crystal snow, though (2)/ not exhausting, warmed
the couple to the point where even (3)/ their limited outer cover
seemed extreme. (4)/ No error (5)

A 1

B 2

C 3

D 4

E No Error

Solution

The correct answer is option D i.e. 4

Here the error lies in the 4th part of the sentence.



The noun that is being described here is 'their limited outer cover', which

seems excessive due to the sun.

As adjectives, the difference between excessive and extreme is that

excessive is exceeding the usual bounds of something; extravagant;

immoderate while extreme is of a place, the most remote, farthest or

outermost.

Since, 'their limited outer cover' is not a place.

Therefore, 'excessive' is the correct word to be used in this case.

Hence, the chosen option is correct.



Read the sentence to find out whether there is any error in it. The
error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. The number
corresponding to that part will be your answer. If the given sentence is
correct as it is, mark the answer as "No error". Ignore the errors of
punctuation if any.

4. As the bed went passed them, the (1)/ doctor clasped their hands, head
bowed (2)/ down and were seen praying for (3)/ the baby in a
touching, respectful way. (4)/ No error (5)

A 1

B 2

C 3

D 4

E No Error

Solution

The correct answer is option A i.e. 1

Here, change ‘passed them’ with ‘passed by them'.



"Passed" is the past participle of the verb to pass, meaning to move on or

ahead; proceed.

The sentence will become:

As the bed passed by them, the doctor clasped their hands, head bowed

down and were seen praying for the baby in a touching, respectful way.

Hence, the chosen option is correct.



Read the sentence to find out whether there is any error in it. The
error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. The number
corresponding to that part will be your answer. If the given sentence is
correct as it is, mark the answer as "No error". Ignore the errors of
punctuation if any.

5. With the current reading being one (1)/ taken from this morning,
Delhi's air quality (2)/ makes the city one of the most (3)/ polluted in
the world right now. (4)/ No error (5)

A 1

B 2

C 3

D 4

E No Error

Solution

The correct answer is option A i.e. 1

Here by reading the sentence, it can be deduced that it is talking about a

particular reading by the sentence “one taken from this morning”



It seems to be that many readings are taken to study the pollution level of

any city.

So, the article 'the' should be present before 'one'.

Hence, the chosen option is correct.



Read the sentence to find out whether there is any error in it. The
error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. The number
corresponding to that part will be your answer. If the given sentence is
correct as it is, mark the answer as "No error". Ignore the errors of
punctuation if any.

6. The Maharani of Cooch Behar, Indira (1)/ Devi loved shoes so much
then she ordered a (2)/ hundred pairs of shoes to be made for her by
the famed (3)/ (and expensive) Italian shoemaker Salvatore
Ferragamo. (4)/ No error (5)

A 1

B 2

C 3

D 4

E No Error

Solution

The correct answer is option B i.e. 2
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So much is used before singular uncountable nouns. So many is used

before plural nouns. I have never seen so much wealth in my life. She had

so many problems that she didn't know what to do.

So, even though buying shoes was the next event in sequence, it should be

'that' instead of 'then'.

'So much' is used here to show an extreme love of shoes. Whenever, 'so

much' is used to show such extent, it is followed by 'that'.

Structure of it is as follow:

'So much.....that'

Hence, the chosen option is correct.
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